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The author has to admit first that he is neither competent in Science nor in religion.   Then 
one may ask why this attempt for this presentation especially when the topic is so profound 
and also requires high level of understanding and realization.   Since in most cases this kind 
of situation can ever be available or can  never be met, it is logical that those at the bottom 
of the learning also attempt so that something can come up for the enlightened audience. 

Now, it is our intention to bring out a series of presentations on this topic exposing all the 
ignorance one can have on this topic so that at least this realization of the ignorance can be 
a path for some realization in future. 

This series can if possible, will evolve some questions and that will enable to bridge the two 
paths of realization of truth.  However, at no stage we intend to bring out any conflict in 
these two approaches to truth. 

Since Truth is never changing and consistent, it is only the path that gives rise to some 
misapprehensions in the minds of the people.   It is hoped that this journey, which has been 
attempted by many in the past, will, it is hoped, places some light in the normally 
considered darkness in the minds of the people.   It is fully realized that all these attempts 
have been made in the past ‘n’ number of times and nothing new one can bring in this.   
Certainly nothing new can be brought but the questions can be formulated differently and 
this can or may lead if not allow one to reach the goal. 

It is with this hope and desire that we start this series of presentations in this site.  

We shall ask the first question which everyone asks namely is there a God or what is the 
creator and his or her form?  

One can easily realize the limitation of the human mind to think of creator as a simple 
mechanical machine like human beings with hands, legs, eyes and so on as the performance 
tools for creating and maintaining this universe.   This limitation in the description of the 
creator comes from the inadequacy of our thinking capacity.  More so, especially when one  
tries to  associates a gender to the creator.   What is the reason that we think of creator in 
the description of human being and also in other forms like animals birds and so on.   
Basically, this description stems from the conception that human beings are the highest 
among creations but probably the human beings are not yet known that they are the lowest 
among creations since they alone think both positively and more so negatively among or 
against other human beings and also other living beings.   One does not understand who 



has bestowed on them the right to do so certainly not the creator and the ego or the so 
called realization that he is high in the ladder of creation that has led to this presumption. 

This brings us to the next question is there a ladder among creations. Or the ladder that we 
presume is what the mankind has made?   In creation there cannot be any ladder even 
though some conceptual framework exists in terms of what is good or bad performance 
that eventually leads to the shape of life on earth.   It is not an established fact that life goes 
along the ladder weighed against good or bad since good and bad are concepts normally 
developed by the life on earth.   The creator, if there were to be one, Good or bad cannot 
coexist since it will be one and only one that is the act. The distinction of good and bad are 
creations of the human beings and cannot be that of the creator.  

Now, the next question would be what do you mean the creator?   Or the living beings on 
earth are also the creators of the universe.   Yes every living being is a part of the creator of 
other living beings on earth and with that the role assigned to him as part of the creator is 
over.   The creation and life are the products of the single goal of achieving the truth and 
truth alone. 

This brings us to the concept of Truth where the two paths of this universe converge. We 
shall see more of this in part 2. 

  

 

 


